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Welcome to Issue 11 of                    Magazine
Inside this issue we have four Golf R’s each with their own story and 
spec. Firstly we have Scorpion Exhausts 7.5 R which is helped along by 
a prototype 80mm exhaust. We also include two Ecotune built Golf R’s, 
owned by two friends each one with a different spec. Our final Golf R in 
the line-up is James Scott’s 530bhp childhood dream. 

We also include Dave Henderson’s 738BHP RS3 which has achieved a nine 
second quarter mile. We then move on the something more sedentary in 
the form of the e-Golf and pick up the pace again with the Škoda Kodiaq 
vRS, the first performance SUV in Škoda’s sporty RS family

Hope you enjoy the issue
Jennifer 
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HOT LEON 
CUPRA 
UNVEILED
SEAT UK has announced the 
fastest-ever CUPRA with the 
launch of the special edition Leon 
CUPRA R ST, which can produce 
an exceptional 370PS output.

O
nly 150 of the hot Leon CUPRA R ST 
special editions will be available in the 
UK market and ordering opened on the 
9 April. The 2.0 TSI 300PS will has an 
on-the-road price of £37,975 – but for 

just £500 customers can upgrade to 370PS with the 
addition of an ABT tuning pack. Insurance rated and 
with no impact on the homologation status of the car, 
it will reduce the 0-62mph figure to 4.5 seconds.

With high specification as standard, the special 
edition comes with quad exhaust, Brembo brakes, 
bucket seats and KESSY. Copper accents and carbon 
fibre detailing add to the premium external appeal, 
and upgraded models will feature ABT detailing on the 
rear badge. A panoramic sunroof can be added to the 
specification for £800.

Exceptional styling and performance

The Leon CUPRA R ST brings uniqueness, 
sophistication and performance to the market, mixing 
the qualities expected of a Leon with the high-
performance attributes of the CUPRA brand. This 
model is set to stand out from the crowd, bringing 
together the high performance of its 300PS/400Nm 
2.0 litre TSI engine and the dynamic traction from its 
4Drive system.

The Leon CUPRA R ST perfectly balances 
dynamism, comfort, and versatility in a body-style that 
adds practicality to the mix.
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■  CUPRA moulds the Leon to 
create an exclusive, high-
performance version

■  Hot Leon CUPRA R ST comes 
equipped with the 2.0 TSI 300 
PS, 4Drive and 7-speed DSG 
gearbox

■  UK to offer optional ABT tuning 
pack at just £500 to boost 
power output to 370PS

■  Carbon fibre details on the 
bodywork improve aerodynamic 
downforce

LEON CUPRA R ST
Engine  2.0 TSI 300PS DSG7 4Drive
Cylinder/Valves 4-cyl - 16v
Displacement 1,984cc
Bore and stroke 82.5 x 92.8
Compression ratio 9.3
Max. Torque 400 Nm
Maximum speed 155mph (250 km/h)
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FRONT END
Its highly tuned turbocharged, direct-injection petrol 

engine linked to a seven-speed DSG transmission 
means the Leon CUPRA R ST 300PS can hit 62 mph 
(100km/h) in just 4.9 seconds and reach a top speed 
of 155mph (250km/h).

The performance is accessible and manageable 
thanks to the vehicle’s advanced 4Drive drive system, 
with an accomplished ride quality due to the specific 
CUPRA dynamic chassis setup. In order to improve 
cornering speed and handling performance, new 
uprights have been added to the front axle that 
modifies the negative camber (2º); the rear negative 
camber is also at 2º.

The performance is matched by the distinctive 
CUPRA sound from the quad exhaust pipes at the 
rear of the vehicle giving drivers a sound as well as a 
visceral experience from behind the steering wheel.

Even at first glance the Leon CUPRA R ST 
distinguishes itself from the competition with a 
compelling exterior design. The newly developed 
lateral air intakes with copper colour treatment give 
a subtle indication of the vehicle’s heritage. Add to 
this the extensive use of carbon fibre to maximise the 
Leon CUPRA R ST’s performance and aesthetics – the 
front splitter, the new rear spoiler, the side skirts and 
the rear diffuser all benefit from the material – and the 
car’s confidence becomes increasingly apparent.

The Leon CUPRA R ST’s striking exterior 
appearance is amplified by an arresting choice of 
colours: Magnetic Tech, Midnight Black, Nevada White 
or Blackness Grey – an exclusive exterior colour for 

the vehicle. Copper logos and badges also emphasise 
the Leon CUPRA R ST’s credentials, with the same 
tone used on its exclusive 19” alloy rims with copper 
hub caps which frame the front Brembo brakes – 
another hint to its overall performance.

Inside, illuminated aluminium plaques welcome the 
driver and passenger. The interior lining of the doors 
is finished in fabric with carbon fibre look. Copper 
accents continue inside on the climate control vents, 
the central console, on the logo on the steering wheel 
and on the stitching of the bucket seats and steering 
wheel. Both the steering wheel and gear knob are 
upholstered in Alcantara® to provide a plush, tactile 
finish.

Both driver and front passenger are cocooned in 
sports bucket seats that provide the maximum amount 
of comfort on longer journeys and keep you secure 
when the driving style becomes more enthusiastic.

Behind the steering wheel, after pressing the start 
button, the welcome splash screen shows an exclusive 
CUPRA R ST display on the central console’s 8” 
colour screen. And once in motion the driver is given 
all the information and driving data they need from the 
pixel-dense Digital Cockpit, meaning they can remain 
focused on the art of driving with minimal distraction.

While the Leon CUPRA R ST is designed as a high-
performance vehicle it also supplies the necessary 
levels of comfort and convenience that modern life 
necessitates: keyless entry and front and rear view 
cameras are included as standard. In a world that 
requires us to remain connected, the Leon CUPRA 
R ST integrates the latest connectivity suite meaning 
drivers can link their mobile devices to the car and 
benefit from selected apps and increased functionality. 
■
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V
olkswagen has increased the 
engine choice for Touareg 
customers, with the introduction 
of a new, powerful 340 PS 
3.0-litre V6 TSI engine to the 

premium class SUV’s range, in addition to 
the capable 231 PS and 286 PS TDI diesel 
units already on offer.

The latest member of Volkswagen’s 
growing range of SUVs brings even more 
choice for Touareg customers, adding a 
third powertrain to the model’s previous 
line-up of 3.0-litre V6 TDI engines, with all 
three units available in SEL, R-Line and 
R-Line tech specs.

This new petrol engine delivers its 
peak 340 PS power output between 5,300 
and 6,400 rpm, with 450 Nm of torque 
produced between 1,340 rpm – just above 
idle – and 5,300 rpm. Just like the diesel-
powered Touaregs, the petrol engine’s 
power is delivered to all four wheels via 
Volkswagen’s 4MOTION all-wheel drive 
system, with a limited slip differential 
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combining with the system to give the 
Touareg its sharp road handling.

The Touareg 3.0 V6 TSI 340 PS reaches 
62 mph from a standstill in 5.9 seconds 
before going on to a top speed of 155 
mph where permitted, making it the fastest 
variant in the Touareg range.

Towing weights remain unchanged 
over the diesel models, with a maximum 
weight of 3,500 kg possible for all three 
powertrains, while the 340 PS Touareg 
itself is a full 50 kg lighter than its 
diesel counterparts, at 2,020 kg. On the 
combined cycle, the model returns 31.7 
mpg, with CO2 emissions of 203 g/km1.

Orders are now open for the first petrol 
variant of the third-generation Touareg, 
with first cars expected to arrive in the UK 
in April.

VOLKSWAGEN 
TOUAREG
GETS 340 PS PETROL FLAGSHIP MODEL
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FRONT END
This Touareg reaches 

62mph in 5.9 
seconds

■  Range-topping 3.0 V6 TSI petrol 
provides 340 PS, 450 Nm

■  Punchy powertrain propels 
luxury SUV to 62 mph in 5.9 
seconds

■  £52,635 starting price for 
powerful petrol Touareg in SEL 
trim
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SCORPION’S GOLF 7.5

CLOUDBURST
It might look placid but this Golf R – helped along by a 

prototype 80mm exhaust – is churning up a storm.

Words Emma Woodcock Photography Ade Brannan
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T
he sky begins to move. Stuttering blues 
and whites are sinking down, smothered in 
the potent smoke of wetter weather. From 
where we stand, on the roof of a car park 
somewhere near central Leeds, the sky is a 

shaded tableau of silvers that tend to grey and greys that 
tend to black. Bounced against a clutter of skyscrapers 
and tempered glass, it drops into the cityscape to form 
a monochrome like you’ve never seen. Thick and 
threatening, the very ideas of rain and lightning crackle 
through the air.

Jagged against the concrete, a single Volkswagen keys 
into the mood through its four, fat tailpipes. A pulsing, 
guttural idle; the weight of a bass-led mid-range; the 

Below: Scorpion
 Exhausts 100mm 
polished Daytona 
tailpipe finishers.

crisp, rising song of a straight four bent on the redline. 
The sky can keep its crashing frictions; Scorpion 
Exhausts’ Golf R demo car has the thunder covered.

As you’d expect of any machine built up by the 
Ripley-based exhaust specialist, this Volkswagen is all 
about its high-gloss tubing. The system stretches out 
from the turbocharger, the downpipe rushing gases 
out of the engine bay and through a sports catalytic 
converter, before picking up and carrying on to the 
rear bumper. Most importantly, it measures 80mm 
diameter all the way. As Charles Buxton, Scorpion’s 
marketing and social media manager, explains, that’s 
some serious size. ‘The benchmark right now for the 
Golf R is 76mm,’ he starts, ‘but a lot of cars have since 
been released which have larger pipes as standard. 
Look at the Audi RS3, for example: it’s got an 80mm 
straight from the factory. As a result, we’ve been 
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SCORPION’S GOLF 7.5

aiming to develop a larger system for quite some time.’ 
To assemble and develop their latest range, Scorpion 

needed a development car. The late 2018 launch of the 
facelifted Golf 7.5 R was just the push the firm needed. 
‘We bought our car on the release date, with the main 
intention of using it develop a new system,’ Charles 
confirms. ‘At the same time, we also began investing in 
new tooling and machinery to make the 80mm pipes 
possible.’ With all the right components in place, the big-
bore concept could finally develop into reality.

Over the next fortnight, the Scorpion Exhausts 
engineering team turned all attentions to their new 
purchase. Having analysed the original Volkswagen 
system, the firm identified areas of potential 
improvement and set a single technician to work 
building a prototype exhaust. The work was done directly 
on the car; a Romer arm – a huge, complex device used 



bundle into Scorpion’s computerised tube bending 
machine. Their job complete, the 80mm pipe could 
now be replicated time and again. Back on the car, the 
proto system has since been crowned with four 100mm 
Daytona finishers. Round and highly polished, they’re 
one of four aesthetic options open to buyers.

Whichever look a Golf R struts, the sound remains 
unchanged. That’s a very good thing; it’s a very good 
noise. ‘It offers a much deeper, sportier tone,’ Charles 
confirms, ‘but it’s not an overly loud drone. To me, it now 
seems like it should have done out of the factory. The 
standard Golf is too refined for a top of the range sports 
car; it really needs to be more in keeping with other hot 
hatches.’ Keen to give potential customers a filling taste of 
the 80mm system and its aural benefits, Scorpion aren’t 
shy about making this Golf R sing either. ‘Really, people 
just want to hear it revved up,’ says Charles. Running 
through each drive mode in turn, pulling from idle to the 
rev range’s upper limits, they make sure to do just that. 

The Golf’s work still isn’t over. Though the 7.5 R 
80mm system was released in October, complete with 
options for resonators, valving and catalytic converter 
removal, the R has a long term home at Scorpion HQ. 
‘We’re still using to develop aesthetic pieces, things 
like carbon fibre tailpipe trims,’ says Charles, ‘but it’s a 
sentimental car for us too: the Golf is such a popular base 
for tuning and this R was instrumental in developing the 
new range.’ The Volkswagen brand is front and centre in 
Scorpion’s strategy too: a 76mm Golf 7.5 GTi system is 
available, while the latest 80mm Golf 7.5 R estate pipes 
hit the market early this March. Small car fans might 
want to keep an eye on a promised Up! GTi exhaust too… 

Back on the roof with the white-and-warpaint VW, 
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to measure co-ordinates – helped to determine the exact 
bends and radii required by the Golf’s underside. 

With the full system assembled, the 7.5 R had 
reached its time to shine. Noise tests, backpressure 
tests, emissions analysis, dyno runs, road test. The Golf 
participated in them all, Scorpion working round the 
clock to tweak the one-off system to perfection. ‘We had 
a lot of VAG knowledge already,’ Charles explains, ‘so we 
could take what we knew from the Golf 7 R and carry it 
forwards. We did carry out some refinements, though, 
including some acoustic development. To prevent 
droning, the internals of the rear silencers are made 
unique to every model we design.’ A 4.4 horsepower 
power boost and almost five kilograms of weight saving 
were the reward for their hard work. 

Attention then turned to the pipe itself, the Golf 
R sidelined while the system was stripped away and a 
jig developed. Specialist technicians handled the task, 
measuring all appropriate parts before loading the data 

Above: 19-inch Team 
Dynamics Pro Race 1 

alloys in anthracite


